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Kelly Jacobs has already paid the ultimate price of loving a warrior. She has the folded flag and
the grateful thanks of a nation to prove it. Navy SEAL Joe "Bear" Baker can't ask her to accept
that risk again, even though he loves her. But the man responsible for her husband's death is
back, closer than either of them realize. Kelly's in danger, and Joe may not get there in time.This
romantic suspense with its theme of God as refuge provides a firsthand look at life in the military,
where serving God and country create truly uncommon heroes.

About the AuthorKevin Cope is not only a successful executive, he is also a trusted resource and
confidant to top business leaders from around the world. For over 25 years, Kevin has promoted
the idea that the brightest minds in business see the big picture without losing sight of the
details, thrive despite uncertainties and complexities, and consistently make game-changing
decisions that deliver results. In short, Kevin has promoted the idea that business acumen is an
essential characteristic of a business leader. In 2002, Kevin Cope founded Acumen Learning, a
boutique training company that has introduced their 5 Drivers business model to sixteen of the
FORTUNE 50, helping them develop employees that drive and are driven by the business. Kevin
is a sought after keynote speaker and author of Seeing the Big Picture, which has been praised
by business leaders as a smart, insightful, and straightforward approach to understanding the
business of business.
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Ebook Library Reader, “He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not, He Loves Me.... I don't usually read
Christian Romance because I find it to be a little "Disney Romance" (The thirty-something
characters in this novel hardly kiss, mostly hold hands and think about how wonderful hugging
would be, and never miss church on Sunday....awwwww!) Nevertheless, this was an interesting
story that reveals the amount of work the author did to try to get the military part as correct as
she could (and she lets the reader know in the preface that she has taken liberties with things
like deployments, etc.) In the interests of full disclosure I received a copy of this book as a free
download from the Kindle store, so the price was right!If I have one problem with the story it is
that our hero, Joe, spends copious amounts of time declaring that he doesn't want to have
children while he's a SEAL because he won't be an absentee father. Never mind that the heroine
Kelly is 31, can't wait forever to have the family she desperately wants, and asking her to wait
until he's decided he's done with what he wants to do in the military is just plain selfish. Never
mind that he has a beloved dog he doesn't mind spending 180 days of each year away from or
that the heroine is fully capable of ensuring that he is presence in the lives of his hypothetical
children even if he isn't physically in the home (military spouses do this routinely and with vast
amounts of love). I understand his reasoning, I'm just not sure I could live with it if I were the
woman in question, especially because it shows a lack of faith and trust, and the question of
trusting in God is the foundation for this romance, RIGHT? I guess that it just doesn't ring true for
me that two people who really want to have a family would wait to start one possibly too late to
do anything but adopt, and all this over his career. I've seen too many career women go through
terrific trials attempting to have the families they delayed because of their careers, and the regret
these decisions cause them.I also find it slightly humorous that the villain has a come-to-Jesus
moment and that he is also a regular church-goer who uses his spare time to plot nefarious
schemes in which good men could very easily perish. While I feel his redemption is true, his
earthly sins are great, and it seems the reader is being encouraged to be far more forgiving than
he deserves, especially since he is responsible for the death of Kelly's husband three years
prior. Yeah, yeah, yeah, I get it that he is the thief with the heart of gold who started selling
weapons to the highest bidder because he was mad at God over his wife's death from cancer,
but this doesn't get much sympathy from me when his actions cause the deaths of honorable
men who have every reason to be mad at God but are finding better ways to deal with their
pain.Overall, I found the story to be enjoyable despite the bipolar nature of the romance itself. I
liked the dynamic between the SEALS, the nature of the work both Joe and Kelly perform, and
the sense of community within the narrative. The prayerful tone of many of the scenes in the text
isn't my cup of tea, but Christian readers may very well enjoy the prayers Kelly and Joe create
and use these to reflect on their lives.”

Paul Hunter, “Very well crafted. It wasn't a page turner for me until two thirds through it. But I



enjoyed the character development and continuity of the story line I am used in several other
Dee Henderson. Looking forward to Uncommon Heroes Book 2.”

E.B., “Great read!. I can’t say enough about what a great job Dee Henderson did to start out this
series! Wonderful characters, beautiful location, good mystery & action, and amazing faith! The
combination of strength and humanity mixed with realistic struggles of faith made these
characters more real and the love story one to root for.”

Jody Allen, “Move Over Brockman. There is just something about a man in uniform which has
romance readers' hearts all a tweeter especially if the uniform is that of a Navy SEAL. One need
only look at the highly successful SEAL books by Suzanne Brockman to know what branch of
the military service is the reader's favorite. Well move over Susanne Brockman, there is a new
kid on the block who has created a truly stunning tale of love and devotion to God, Country and
to those left behind when the missions are done. TRUE DEVOTION is the remarkably poignant
story of a Navy SEAL widow and the man whose love for her is tied to her husband's death.
Multnomah author, Dee Henderson, who has captivated romantic suspense readers with
DANGER IN THE SHADOWS and THE NEGOGIATOR, has crafted a tale of love and devotion
sure to fascinate the most cynical reader.Navy widow and lifeguard, Kelly Jacobs has found
herself in tight spots before but nothing like this. Relying on survival skills her deceased husband
taught her may not be enough to save her and the young surfer as they are caught in a rip tide
being drawn out to sea. As the biting cold of the water is taking its toll and darkness sets in Kelly
races to keep her young charge alive and her strength up but her spirit takes the biggest toll.
With the knowledge Navy SEALs take care of their own including widows, her only hope is they
will be found soon by the Navy or Coast Guard. Yet, as the tide pushes them further away from
the few lights still visible from the base, her thoughts drift to her husband's best friend, Navy
SEAL Lt. Joe "Bear" Baker. As her faith and spirit are tested to the limit it seems she has some
unfinished business about her husband's death and her growing feelings for "Bear" Baker. Will
he find her in time to explore them or is it her time to join her husband?In TRUE DEVOTION, Ms.
Henderson has provided readers with a uniquely plotted story using the "second chance at love"
theme; a theme sadly lacking in today's romance offerings. The fact Dee Henderson does it with
a crisp professional voice makes TRUE DEVOTION a must read even if you have never read an
Inspirational book. Readers are sure to become loyal fans of Ms Henderson's work after reading
the first chapter of Kelly's intense personal introspection: truly incredible writing sure to make the
reader's heart ache at the intensity of her feelings. Have the tissues ready!. Her impressive
knowledge of the workings of Navy SEALS never takes over the story but then she never lets the
spirituality of her books become preachy either. This is what makes a Dee Henderson novel
something very special. If you are a fan of Navy SEAL stories, you must read TRUE DEVOTION,
a story with depth and emotion far surpassing the best of Suzanne Brockman's Navy SEALs.
Dee Henderson is truly one of Romance's rising stars.”



Tarka2, “True Devotion. Excellent story - took me several days to complete whilst commuting - on
several occasions could have done with an extra stop to get past the a particular incident and at
another crunch point was happy to have a short delay due to points problems. From an English
point it was interesting to see the casual beach verses the SEAL career interactions. The write
up should have warned about the Christian content which I enjoyed but caused another reviewer
to mark down. Waiting for other stories by same author to come down in price both for Kindle
and book - my watershed is max £5.”

Sue B, “Brilliant book, couldn't put it down. Brilliant book, couldn't put it down, looking forward to
the rest of the series.Dee Henderson is a brilliant author please read the 'O'Malley' series
including the prequel Danger in the Shadows, and Jennifer - An O'Malley Love Story at the end,
you won't regret it if you like Christian thriller romances.”

Heather Mitchell, “Trud Devotion - is the best book I have rezd for months. This is the best book i
have read for months - all year! As soon as i finished it, i started at the beginnning again and
read it all over again. It is a great read, and keeps you up all night to find out what happens next
- truly devoted to the book.I would recommend this book - it reads true to life - with the Navy
Seals who hold everybodys ore and admiration.”

VivViv, “Great read. Well written, a good balance of drama and romance that still honours God.
Encouraging for those healing & searching for love.”

The book by Alexander Osterwalder has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 561 people have provided
feedback.
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